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Auspicious Locations with Red Color (see below above) 

1. The Northeast sector is conducive for achieving academic excellence with 4-Green star. 

Therefore, if you want to improve your academic qualities, this sector should be used for 

your bedroom or study room. To further strengthen such energy, you should place 

four lucky bamboo trees, four small plants or four wood calligraphy pens in this 

sector.  

2. The Southeast sector with a 9-Purple star is conducive for events related to ‘happiness’ 

and ‘celebration’. Marriage, pregnancy, promotion and career advancement are in this 

category. This will be ideal if such a star falls in your bedroom or living room. To 

strengthen this energy, you can place a plant, nine red roses or red colored carpet 

this Southeast sector.  

 

3. The Central sector with 1-White star is related to harnessing relationships that can be of 

help in increasing wealth if you are not a salaried staff person. In other words, if you are 

doing business, or work as an agent or broker, you need to improve your relationships and 

thus your opportunities for pursuing leads and closing deals. Place either a cup of clean 

water or a music box in this sector. 

 

4. The 6-White star, located in the North sector, is ideal for skilled workers or technicians 

who want job stability. Place eight small white stones in this sector to strengthen such 

energies. Nevertheless, such energies will be diverted since frequent travel and constant 

changes in jobs requirement are required. 

 

Inauspicious Locations with Black Color (see table above) 

1. The Northwest sector with a 2-Black star is prone to illness. Unless you do something to 

counter such bad energies, you will constantly be using your sick leave for sure! In this 

sector, you can place a metal-related item such as a music box or a metal statue. Do 

not panic though. This 2-Black star is only related to minor illnesses such as sinusitis, 

coughs and headaches! Since 2-Black star also represents women, especially married 

women and be cautions about health issues that might lead you to long term problems that 

cannot be solved immediately. Stomach indigestive related problems as well as food 

poisoning are rampant. 

  

2. The Southwest sector with a 7-Red star is often associated with robbery and small theft 

events. Place a cup of clean water to drain such bad energies at this sector in your 

home. North of Asia, USA, Europe and Africa will probably experience major car 

accidents or large earthquakes.  
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3. The 5-Yellow sickness star is located in the South sector and one should thus place six 

bronze coins or a metal plate or music box in the sector to fend off this bad health 

star.  Northeast part of Asia, USA, Europe and Africa might face new diseases that call 

for the world attention. Local authorities should take serious precautionary measures 

against skin and food related illnesses.ht face health problems related to drugs and 

poisonous issue with drug trafficking issues. However, since san-sak bad star is located 

here, this area should not be disturbed with renovations or place any moving items 

like clock, water fountains, bell etc that might ignite the unkind energies. 

 

4. The West area is associated with the 3-Green star and is linked to ‘oral’ arguments. The 

Northwest sector of the house should not be disturbed and, ideally, a red or pink 

carpet should be placed here. If your office, office desk or your working area is located in 

this sector, you or your company might face a tendency for closure, or resignations or 

constant arguments with your superior. More to do with internal discrepancies or 

differences among colleagues.  
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